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ABSTRACT 

Solid-state nanopores provide a powerful tool to electrically analyze nanoparticles and 

biomolecules at single-molecule resolution. These biosensors need to have a con-

trolled surface to provide information about the analyte. Specific detection remains 

limited due to nonspecific interactions between the molecules and the nanopore.  

Here, a polymer surface modification to passivate the membrane is performed. This 

functionalization improves nanopore stability and ionic conduction. Moreover, one can 

control the nanopore diameter and the specific interactions between protein and pore 

surface. The effect of ionic strength and pH are probed. Which enables control of the 

electroosmotic driving force and dynamics. Furthermore, a study of polymer chain 

structure and permeability in the pore are carried out. The nanopore chip is integrated 

into a microfluidic device to ease its handling. Finally, a discussion of an ionic conduct-

ance model through a permeable crown along the nanopore surface is elucidated. The 

proof of concept is demonstrated by the capture of free streptavidin by the biotins 

grafted into the nanopore. In the future, this approach could be used for virus diagnos-

tic, nanoparticle or biomarker sensing. 

 

1. Introduction 

Over the past two decades, nanopore technologies have 
gathered interest for their potential to address challenges in 
health (Arima et al., 2018a; Wang et al., 2011), energy (Balme 
et al., 2017; Bétermier et al., 2020; Huang and Hsu, 2020), and 
biotechnology (Howorka and Siwy, 2020; Ouldali et al., 2020; 
Stoloff and Wanunu, 2013). This technology is an electrical 
sensing technique that detects a single molecule or particle as 
it passes through the diameter of a nanometer-scale pore. 
This event corresponds with a specific decrease in ionic cur-
rent compared to that of the empty pore. Protein channels 
currently provide the best sensitivity and selectivity (Cressiot 
et al., 2019; Fahie et al., 2016; Jain et al., 2018; Ramarao and 
Sanchis, 2013; Wang et al., 2018; Ying and Long, 2019). More-
over, these recombinant nanopores produce highly reproduc-
ible data due to their well-defined structure and geometry. 
Ultra-fast DNA sequencing is one of the most advanced appli-
cations of this technology (Branton et al., 2008; Derrington et 
al., 2010; Jain et al., 2018; Kasianowicz et al., 1996) and recent 
results pave the way to nanopore protein sequencing (Cressiot 
et al., 2020; Giamblanco et al., 2020; Ouldali et al., 2020; 
Restrepo-Pérez et al., 2018). However, certain variables must 
be considered when using this technology.  Protein nanopores 
are limited to a few nanometers in diameter determined by 
the specific protein channel used. They are sensitive to the 
environment, e.g. pressure, organic solvents or chaotropic 

agents. The lipid bilayer that supports the channel is also 
fragile. A recent study showed that the membrane fragility 
could be improved using a chip-based platform capable of 
sustaining high voltages (Kang et al., 2019; Nardin et al., 2000). 
With the introduction of material science, new classes of 
artificial nanopores have been designed (Ma et al., 2020). So-
called solid-state nanopores allow for the analysis of  DNA 
conformation (Li et al., 2003; Skinner et al., 2009), protein size 
(Giamblanco et al., 2018; Wei et al., 2012; Yusko et al., 2017) 
and conformation (Bacri et al., 2011; Freedman et al., 2013; 
Waduge et al., 2017), nanoparticles (Bacri et al., 2011) and 
viruses (Arima et al., 2018b, 2018a). These biomimetic na-
nopores are stable in different solvents and environments. 
They are easy to handle and to be produced on a larger scale. 
Their nanometric diameter can also be tuned to fit the analyte 
size. There are two types of solid-state nanopores. The first 
one is the track-etched nanopore drilled in a micrometer thick 
membrane, leading to the design of specific sensors (Ali et al., 
2008; Giamblanco et al., 2020; Lepoitevin et al., 2017, 2016; 
Lin et al., 2020; Ma et al., 2020, 2019). The second one is 
drilled in tens of nanometer-thick membranes (Kowalczyk et 
al., 2011; Li et al., 2001; Roman et al., 2018, 2017; Zhang et al., 
2020). 

While solid-state nanopores present better mechanical 
stability than lipid bilayers (Roman et al., 2017), low reproduc-
ibility, short lifetime (attributed to high surface energy) 
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(Niedzwiecki et al., 2010; Oukhaled et al., 2011) and, lower 
sensitivity to detect small species are the major limitations of 
this technology. There is a need to overcome these limita-
tions. The first strategy is the design of hybrid nanopores to 
take advantages of both the sensitivity and reproducibility of 
biological nanopores and, the robustness of solid-state na-
nopores. In this case, a protein channel is inserted into a thin 
solid-state membrane (Bentin et al., 2020; Cressiot et al., 
2018; Hall et al., 2010) or a polymer membrane (Cabello-
Aguilar et al., 2013). The second strategy involves coating the 
nanopores with a fluid lipid bilayer (Venkatesan et al., 2011; 
Yusko et al., 2017, 2011). Another one is to  control the sur-
face chemistry of the solid-state nanopore by membrane 
surface functionalization, which allows to increase their life-
time, to control the pore size and to passivate the membrane 
(Arima et al., 2018b, 2018a; Awasthi et al., 2020; Giamblanco 
et al., 2018; Lepoitevin et al., 2016; Li et al., 2019; Malekian et 
al., 2018; Roman et al., 2018, 2017; Wanunu and Meller, 
2007). Nevertheless,  specific sensing remains a challenge to 

design new diagnostic tools (Li et al., 2019).  Biomimetic nu-
clear pores have shown the detection of proteins (Kowalczyk 
et al., 2011; Malekian et al., 2018). Peptide functionalized 
nanopores are also used to detect influenza virion (Arima et 
al., 2018a). A similar strategy allowed pulsed amperometric 
detection of bovine leukemia virus glycoproteins (Ramanav-
iciene and Ramanavicius, 2004) the immunosensing of bovine 
leukemia virus (Ramanavicius et al., 2014). These works show 
the sensitivity of electrical sensing to the functionalization of 
the electrode surface. In our work, the surface decoration is 
performed on the nanopore, which becomes a nanoscale 
probe. Several questions remain open: what is the influence of 
salt concentration on the polymer size, conformation and 
mesh size of chains grafted to the pore surface? Is electroos-
motic or electrophoretic flow the driving force for the ions and 
protein dynamics? What is the relation between the polymer 
layer thickness and ionic permeability? Is it possible to control 
the protein transport via a specific capture? 

 

 

Figure 1. Protein specific capture. a) Schematic of the microfluidic device with a nanopore chip placed on it (left); Sketch of a PEG functionalized 
nanopore drilled into a SiNx based membrane (right). b) High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) picture of a bare 20 nm thick 
SiNx nanopore, R0 = 14 nm. c) A representative sequence of current measurements used to obtain a current vs voltage (I-V) plot; each trace corre-
sponds to a voltage ranging from -200 mV to +200 mV. d) I-V curve. SiNx nanopore, R0 = 14 nm, L0 = 20 nm, grafted by 7 kDa PEG, 0.1 M NaCl, 25 mM 
Tris, pH 7.4. e) Schematic of the possible forces acting within the nanopore environment under a negative applied voltage. EOF is the electroosmotic 
flow, and EPF is the electrophoretic force. 

Here, we focus on detecting the specific capture and 
transport of proteins through a nanopore (Fig. 1). The na-
nopore chip is inserted into a microfluidic device (Fig. 1a, Fig. 
S1) to facilitate its handling and ease the buffer exchang-
es.(Roman et al., 2018) The nanopore (Fig. 1b) is functional-
ized with polymer chains to increase its stability. The polymers 
are biotinylated to enhance specific single-particle capture 
and detection of streptavidin (Fig. 1e). The grafting steps are 
followed and characterized by electrical measurements (Fig. 
1c-d), leading to a structural analysis of the functionalized 
layer. Consequently, we study the transport dynamics through 
the decorated nanopores. We show how to control this 
transport according to ionic strength and pH.  

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Buffer preparation  

Sodium chloride (NaCl, Merck, Germany) solutions 

ranging from 0.1 M to 1 M were prepared at pH 7.4 with 

25 mM tris(hydroxymethyl) aminomethane (Tris, Merck, 

Germany) and pH 6 with 10 mM sodium dihydrogen 

phosphate monohydrate  (NaH2PO4, Avocado, U.K.). The 

final pH was adjusted with HCl and NaOH solutions using 

a pH meter (WTWTM pH meter inoLabTM 720, Xylem 

Analytics, Germany). 

2.2. Nanopore fabrication 

All silicon nitride membranes were purchased from 

Nanopore Solutions
®
, Portugal. The SiNx chips are 3 mm 

large. They are made of a 200 µm thick silicon substrate, 

covered by a 20 nm thin SiNx layer. The substrate is 

etched in its center to obtain a 15 x 15 µm
2
 free-standing 

SiNx membrane. The nanopores were drilled with a 



transmission electron microscope (TEM, Titan Themis) 

operated at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV according 

to the standard protocol demonstrated by Storm et al., 

2003. In which, by changing the focused electron beam 

diameter it is possible to control the nanopore size. The 

beam size can be determined by the full width at half-

maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian intensity profile in the 

transverse focal plane. In this work, the nanopores are 

ranging from 20 to 35 nm with a precision lower than 1 

nm. Immediately after drilling, the nanopore image ob-

tained by TEM is used to infer its radius (R0) (Fig. S2).  

2.3. Nanopore functionalization  

Polyethylene glycol (PEG) chains were grafted over 

the surface of the nanopore chip in a three-step protocol. 

First, the chip was exposed to a UV/Ozone cleaner (Jelight 

Company Inc., U.S.A.) for 15 min per face to generate 

hydroxyl groups (-OH), activating the surface of the Si3N4 

membrane. Then, to cover all the active sites of the 

membrane surface with the (3-chloropropyl) tri-

chlorosilane (CPTS) chains, each face of the chip was 

incubated for 1 hour at 100 rpm (Rotamax 120, Heidolph 

Instruments GmbH & CO, Germany) in a precursor bath of 

2.5 mM CPTS (Merck, Germany) in acetone.  The final 

bath, composed of PEG in anhydrous tetrahydrofuran 

(THF), is applied for 1 hour per face over an orbital shak-

er. In this step, we use a) only 2.5 mM solution of long 7 

kDa PEG (Agilent technologies, U.S.A.) chains, that has 

been previously described (Roman et al., 2017), or b) a 

mixture with 1.25 mM of short 500 Da mPEG (Merck, 

Germany) and 1.25 mM of long 7 kDa PEG chains. The 

abbreviation mPEG designates a monomethyl-ether (-

OCH3) terminated PEG. The treated chips were then 

rinsed with milli-Q filtered water (Millipore) to remove 

the non-grafted PEG chains off the membrane. They were 

stocked in ultra-pure water for further utilization.  

The biotin was grafted on the end of the 7 kDa PEG 

chains (-OH group) through esterification (Gravert and 

Janda, 1997). The chip was immersed 1 hour per side over 

an orbital shaker in a dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, VWR 

Chemicals, U.S.A.) solution, containing 3.12 mM biotin 

(Merck, Germany), 3.12 mM N,N’-

Dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC, Merck, Germany) and 

0.312 mM 4-pyrrolidinopyridine (Fluka TM analytical, 

Germany). Then, another rinsing cycle with milli-Q water 

was performed to remove the non-grafted biotin off the 

membrane. Functionalized nanopores were stored in 

ultra-pure water in the refrigerator.  

The protein, atto 594-Streptavidin, was purchased 

from Merck, Germany.  

2.4. Microfluidic device 

The microfluidic device fabrication process has been 

previously described (Roman et al., 2018). The final de-

vice is made of two identical sub-units that form the cis 

and trans chambers between which the nanopore chip is 

inserted. Briefly, PolyDiMethylSiloxane (PDMS, Sylgard 

184, Dow Corning, U.S.A.) with a 10:1 base to curing 

agent ratio was used thanks to the conventional soft 

lithography technology (McDonald and Whitesides, 

2002). The mold was 3D-printed (use of an extrusion 3D 

printer) in PET (polyethylene terephthalate) using a sili-

con wafer as a substrate. First, the PDMS was poured 

over the 3D-printed mold to make the channel, and again 

over a bare wafer to close the channel. Both of them 

were cured at 75°C for 1h30. The two parts were sealed 

together to form one sub-unit by activating the surfaces 

by 30 sec of low energy air plasma exposure (500-700 

mTorr, 15 W) from a plasma cleaner (Harrick Plasma, 

U.S.A). The activated surfaces were then covalently 

bound after heating at 75°C for 20 min. Fluidic access to 

the channels was made at this step using a biopsy punch-

er. The two sub-units prepared, as explained above, were 

then partially bound together. The upper half remains 

unbound for nanopore chip insertion. Fluidic access tubes 

were inserted in the pierced holes to act as inlet/outlet of 

the cis and trans channels. Finally, the apertures are 

made through the thin layer in between the two sub-units 

where the chip can be placed to allow the solutions to 

reach the nanopore.  

2.5. Electric current measurement 

The microfluidic device was filed up with the electro-

lyte solution. Then, Ag/AgCl electrodes were directly 

inserted in the cis (ground) and trans (working electrode) 

channels of the microfluidic device to measure the ionic 

current passing through the nanopore. The current was 

amplified with an Axopatch 200B (Molecular devices, 

U.S.A.). A PCIe-6251 board (National Instruments, U.S.A.) 

interfaced with a custom .Net based program was used 

for data acquisition. Recorded currents were analysed by 

IGOR Pro (WaveMetrics, U.S.A.). The experiments were 

carried out in different nanopores (N = 8). The I-V curves 

were obtained by applying 60 s long voltage steps ∆V = 20 

mV varying from -200 mV to +200 mV at 1 ksamples/s and 

filtered with a Bessel two poles low pass filter at 10 kHz. 

Resistive pulse sensing was performed by applying 120 s 

voltage steps at 150 samples/s and filtered at 10 kHz. The 

final set-up, comprising of the microfluidic device, the 

nanopore membrane and the amplifier headstage, was 

placed inside a Faraday cage to avoid electromagnetic 

interferences. All the measurements were carried out at 

room temperature and they were repeated 3 times to 

obtain an averaged value. Thus, for a given concentration 

of NaCl, we measured the ionic current at least 63 times. 

Therefore, if we consider the 3 functionalization steps 

and the 4 different concentrations of NaCl, an average of 

756 measurements per nanopore chip was performed. 

3. Results and discussions 

In this study, we focus on developing a device able to 

detect a specific target molecule, streptavidin, at a single-

molecule scale. To that end, biotin was grafted at the free 

end of each long PEG chain (7 kDa PEG), to lead to a bio-

tin-streptavidin complex (Fig. 2), one of the strongest 

non-covalent interactions known in nature.(Weber et al., 

1989) The PEG functionalization aims to passivate the 

membrane, to avoid nonspecific interactions (e.g. exper-



iments with BSA Fig. S3), and to increase the experiment 

lifetime from a few hours to several months (Fig. S4) 

(Giamblanco et al., 2018; Roman et al., 2017). Moreover, 

the nanopore’s apparent diameter can be controlled 

according to the polymer chain size (Roman et al., 2018). 

These functionalization steps are followed at the na-

nometric scale by electrical measurements. After the first 

PEG-based grafting, ion current is measured according to 

voltage to obtain the modified nanopore’s current-

voltage (I-V) characteristics (Fig. 3a). The linear shape of 

these curves shows that the driving force does not modify 

the polymer chain’s conformation in response to the 

applied voltage (Giamblanco et al., 2018; Roman et al., 

2018, 2017). The conductance (G) is calculated from the I-

V curve slope. G increases with increasing sodium chlo-

ride (NaCl) concentration, between 0.1 and 1 M.  

After nanopore biotinylation as described in Fig. 2, 

the I–V responses of the nanopore are measured accord-

ing to ionic strength (0.1 M ≤ [NaCl] ≤ 1 M) (Fig. 3b). Here, 

we observe a slight asymmetry in the shape of these I-V 

curves.  

Fig. 3c shows an increase in both the ionic current 

amplitude and the curve asymmetry between the nega-

tive and positive voltage in the presence of streptavidin. 

We notice that the nanopore conductance also rises with 

increasing NaCl concentration. At a constant concentra-

tion of 1 M NaCl (Fig. 3d), we compare the I-V curves 

measured after PEG functionalization, biotin grafting and 

streptavidin addition with the values deduced from the 

calculated conductance of the bare nanopore (see Equa-

tion 1). First, we observe a strong decrease in the ionic 

current from the original bare pore to the PEG grafted 

pore (Fig. 3d, black vs green). These findings are in good 

agreement with the presence of a polymer layer covering 

the inner nanopore (Giamblanco et al., 2018; Kowalczyk 

et al., 2011; Roman et al., 2017). Then, we observe an 

increase in conductance after biotin functionalization and 

streptavidin addition. These results are unexpected and 

will be discussed below. 

Fig. 3e shows the variation of the nanopore conduct-

ance according to the NaCl concentration. This conduct-

ance is positively related to NaCl concentration (i.e. the 

conductance increases with rising salt concentration 

between 0.1 M and 1 M) as expected in a regime domi-

nated by the ionic transport. This behavior is described by 

the relation (Balme et al., 2015; Roman et al., 2018): 

𝐺𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐 =
𝐾𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘
𝐿0

𝜋𝑅0
2+

1

4𝑅0

  (1) 

where 𝐾𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 =  (µ+ + µ−)  ⋅ 𝑒2 ⋅ 𝑐 is the bulk conductivi-

ty, L0 is the length of the nanopore, R0 is its radius, 𝑒 is the 

elementary charge, 𝑐 is the ion concentration (in ions per 

Figure 2. Chemical pathway of the nanopore functionalization. a) Surface passivation and diameter control. The membrane was functionalized with 
a polymer of 1:1 stoichiometry between 7 kDa PEG and 500 Da mPEG. b) Specific detection mechanism. To specifically capture a target molecule, a 
bioreceptor, biotin, was grafted at the end of the 7 kDa PEG. On the bottom right a top view of the nanopore system is depicted.



𝑚3),  µ± =  𝐷±/(𝑘𝐵𝑇) is the bulk ion mobility that is 

related by the Einstein relation to the ionic diffusion coef-

ficients (D), the Boltzmann constant 𝑘𝐵  and temperature 

T. Here, the measurements were done using a NaCl elec-

trolyte with different salt concentrations. Hence, 

𝐷𝑁𝑎+ = 1.334 × 10−9 𝑚2 𝑠−1 and 𝐷𝐶𝑙− = 2.032 ×

10−9 𝑚2 𝑠−1 at 25°C. The 1/(4𝑅0) term takes into ac-

count the access resistance near the pore entrance on 

either side of the membrane (Hall, 1975). 

In Fig. 3e, we observe a strong decrease of the con-

ductance due to a decrease in the apparent radius of the 

nanopore following 7 kDa PEG based functionalization. 

From which, we compute the functionalized apparent 

nanopore radius R’PEG = 8.03 ± 0.02 nm, smaller than that 

of the bare nanopore R0 = 13.25 nm as observed by TEM. 

The decrease of 5.22 ± 0.02 nm is attributed to the PEG 

layer (Giamblanco et al., 2018; Kowalczyk et al., 2011; 

Roman et al., 2017). Assuming that the PEG layer thick-

ness (h) is the relevant parameter to characterize the 

grafted chain conformation whatever the nanopore size 

and; that the grafting is the same on the membrane and 

inside the pore, we can calculate the PEG layer thickness. 

The apparent radius R’ and length L’ of the nanopore, 

after membrane functionalization will become: 

R’= R0 – h (2) 

L’ = L0 + 2 h  (3) 

R0 and L0 are the initial radius and length of the bare pore, 

and h is the layer thickness. Thus, from Equation 2 and 3 

the Equation 1 can be transformed into: 

𝐺′𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐 =
 (µ++µ−) ⋅𝑒2⋅𝑐

𝐿0+2 ℎ

𝜋(𝑅0−ℎ)2 + 
1

4 (𝑅0−ℎ)

  (4) 

By applying several nanopores (R0 = 10.2 nm, 14 nm, 

13.25 nm, 13.65 nm) grafted by 7 kDa PEG in multiple 

electrolyte concentrations to the equation above, we 

obtain an apparent PEG thickness of h7 kDa = 5.1 ± 0.7 nm 

(Fig. 3f).  

Nevertheless, the active sites between PEG chains, 

hydrolyzed in the presence of water, could lead to non-

specific chemical bonds. To rule out this possibility, we 

used a mixture composed of 7 kDa PEG/500 Da mPEG 1:1 

to facilitate the grafting of small 500 Da mPEG chains 

between each large 7 kDa PEG chain. This grafting, like 

with 7 kDa PEG chains alone, leads to a decrease of the 

nanopore conductance (Fig. S5a). Following the same 

reasoning, we calculate the apparent thickness of the 7 

kDa PEG/500 Da mPEG grafting layer hmix = 5.5 ± 1.5 nm. 

This result shows that the 500 Da mPEG addition does not 

influence the 7 kDa PEG chain conformation (Fig. S5b).  

After biotinylation of the 7 kDa PEG chains, the con-

ductance linearly increases along with the NaCl concen-

tration (Fig. 3e). Using Equation 4, the fit leads to an ap-

parent thickness of hBiotin = 4.03 ± 0.16 nm (Fig. 3f) for the 

pore with biotinylated 7 kDa PEG chains. This value is 

thinner than the 5.1 ± 0.7 nm thickness of the PEG layer 

before biotinylation. 

Considering Equation 4, we fit the curves of Fig. 3e to 

compute the apparent thickness of the layer composed of 

the 7 kDa PEG - Biotin - Streptavidin complex, which 

brings the grafting thickness (hStreptavidin) down to about 

3.26 ± 0.03 nm (Fig. 3f). Similar to what was observed 

after biotinylation, Fig. 3e-f show, once again, a decrease 

Figure 3.  Step by step nanopore functionalization characterization from their ionic conductance according to the ionic strength. a) I-V curves after 
7 kDa PEG functionalization according to the ionic strength. b) I-V curves of different NaCl concentrations after biotin grafting. c) I-V curves after 
adding the streptavidin into the cis channel. d) I-V curves in 1 M NaCl in a bare pore (black circles, theoretical calculation), after PEG functionaliza-
tion (green squares), after biotin grafting (blue triangles) and after streptavidin addition into the cis channel (red pentagons). e) Conductance 
versus NaCl concentration after PEG functionalization (green squares), biotin functionalization (blue triangles) and after adding the streptavidin 
(red pentagons) in the cis channel, at pH 7.4. An increase of the ionic conductance after each functionalization step is observed. Solid lines are 
calculated from Equation 4. The error bars are computed from three different measurements using the same parameters. f) Grafting thickness 
after PEG functionalization (green), after biotin grafting (blue) and after streptavidin addition into the cis channel (red). The nanopore size is R0 = 
13.25 nm, drilled in a SiNx membrane (thickness 20 nm), 0.1 M ≤ [NaCl] ≤ 1 M, 25 mM Tris, pH 7.4. 



in thickness of the functionalization layer after streptavi-

din addition. 

These results suggest that the conformation of the 

PEG chains is modified after biotinylation and streptavidin 

addition. In ideal solvent conditions, grafted PEG chains 

have a mushroom-like. The magnitude of the layer thick-

ness is similar to N
0.5

 a = 4.4 nm, where N is the number 

of monomeric units, and a is the unit length (N = 159, a = 

0.35 nm for  7 kDa PEG) (de Gennes, 1980). This calcula-

tion agrees with the conductance-based nanopore char-

acterization we performed, about 5.1 ± 0.7 nm (see 

above), and with previous works (Giamblanco et al., 2018; 

Roman et al., 2017). Our observation agrees with the 

assumption that the polymers could reduce the nanopore 

diameter. Then, the number of PEG chains grafted on the 

inner side of the nanopore could be estimated. If we 

consider a 20 nm large nanopore, its perimeter is equal to 

63 nm. As the PEG size is equal to 5.1 nm, the number of 

PEG chains along this circumference is estimated to 12. 

Given the membrane is also 20 nm thick, there is only 

space for 4 layers of PEG leading to 48 PEG chains grafted 

along the nanopore.  

However, the apparent layer thickness surprisingly 

decreases about 2.11 ± 1.07 nm, an averaged value for 

several pores, after biotinylation (hPEG > hBiotin). This de-

crease was an unexpected result because we presumed 

that the biotin would be grafted within the inner surface 

of the pore, thus increasing its apparent thickness. A 

possible interpretation of this result is that the biotin 

grafted at the end of the 7 kDa PEG chains, could be more 

attracted to the SiN surface than the solvent, consequent-

ly disrupting the conformation of polymer chains. We 

assumed that the dipole moment of the biotin molecule is 

attracted to the negative surface of the SiN membrane 

and could slightly modify the PEG structure. Indeed, Ba-

jgiran et al. (Bajgiran et al., 2020) demonstrated that a 

biotinylated nanoparticle generates a positive dipole 

moment and could be used to detect avidin particles. 

Similarly, a decrease of the apparent thickness was ob-

served when the streptavidin molecules were added (hPEG 

> hBiotin > h’Streptavidin). This was possible due to the for-

mation of biotin-streptavidin complex, in which there 

could be a strong interaction between the negatively 

charged SiN surface and the apparent positive charge of 

the biotin at pH 7.4. These increases in the apparent 

radius of the nanopore, with the successive functionaliza-

tion steps, is confirmed in Fig. 3d-e. We found that the 

conductance increases after each functionalization step 

whatever the ionic strength between 0.1 M and 1 M NaCl. 

We verified that even with the increase in  ionic current, 

the apparent diameter did not exceed the diameter of the 

bare pore (Fig. 3d-e, black circles), showing that no pore 

erosion occurred during the experiments.   

We suggest the following model to explain these ob-

servations. Based on Dekker and colleagues’ theory (An-

anth et al., 2018), we assume that the structure of the 

functionalized nanopore is not homogeneous in term of 

ionic conductivity and is described with three areas: i) the 

SiN area considered as an insulator, which conductivity is 

taken to zero (r = R0); ii) the functionalized layer with a 

crown shape (R’ < r < R0), characterized by a nonzero 

conductivity (Kpore); iii) the central region where there is 

no polymer chain and which conductivity is equal to the 

bulk one (Kbulk)(see above).  

The pore conductivity Kpore is obtained by integration 

of the local ionic conductivity K(r) in the nanopore (An-

anth et al., 2018): 

𝐾𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒 =  
1

𝛱𝑅0
2 ∫ 2𝛱 𝑟 𝐾(𝑟) 𝑑𝑟

𝑅0

𝑟=0
  (5) 

where K(r) = Kbulk if 0 ≤ r ≤ R’, K(r) = Kcrown if R’≤ r < R0. 

Then, assuming that the access conductivity Kaccess is 

equal to Kbulk, Equation 1 reads:F 

𝐺 =  
 1

𝐿0+2 (𝑅0−𝑅′)

𝜋[𝐾𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑛 𝑅0
2+(𝐾𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘−𝐾𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑛) R′2 ]

+
1

4𝐾𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘𝑅0

  (6) 

We could now define the layer permeability as P = 

Kcrown/Kbulk and, considering the layer thickness h, the 

previous relation reads: 

𝐺(ℎ, 𝑃) =  
 𝐾𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘

𝐿0+2 ℎ

𝜋[𝑃 𝑅0
2+(1−𝑃) (𝑅0−ℎ)2 ]

+
1

4 𝑅0

  (7) 

The pore conductance (G) and the pore size (L0, R0) 

are considered as constant to graphically solve this rela-

tion. In Fig. S6, Equation 7 is plotted by varying both pa-

rameters h and P together according to the conductance 

and the size of three nanopores (R0 = 10.1 nm, R0 = 10.3 

nm and R0 = 13.25 nm). The intersection of these curves 

leads to the determination of the thickness (h) and the 

Figure 4. Permeability and thickness of the layers according to ionic strength. a) Permeability of the layer after the biotin grafting (P = 0.09 ± 2, red 
squares), after streptavidin addition (P = 0.7 ± 0.03, blue triangles) b) Thickness of the layer after the biotin grafting (h = 5.1 ± 0.2 nm,  red squares), 
after streptavidin addition (h = 8.5 ± 0.2 nm, blue triangles). The dotted lines correspond to the average values of each data. 0.1 M ≤ [NaCl ≤ 1 M], 
25 mM Tris, pH 7.4. c) Structure of a functionalized 20 nm large nanopore after streptavidin addition.



permeability (P) of the functionalized layer after biotin 

grafting and after streptavidin addition according to the 

ionic strength (Fig. 4a-b). We could do three observations. 

Firstly, the permeability and the thickness of the layer do 

not vary with the ionic strength, between 0.1 M and 1 M. 

Secondly, the low magnitude of the biotinylated layer 

permeability (9 ±  2 %) indicate that the biotin grafting 

slightly modifies the PEG conformation. Nevertheless, the 

high magnitude of the permeability after the streptavidin 

addition (70 ± 3 %) suggests that the streptavidin addition 

strongly modifies the PEG structure. Thirdly, the biotin 

grafting leads to a thickness decrease of about 1 nm, 

confirming biotinylation does not significantly alter the 

PEG conformation. However, the streptavidin addition 

leads to a consistent increase of the thickness until 8.5 ± 

0.2 nm. These results show that the streptavidin mole-

cules interact with the PEG layer leading to a strong 

change of the chain structure (Fig. 4c). The streptavidin 

can be bound to four biotins at most. Considering that 

there are more than 48 biotinylated 7 kDa PEG chains in 

the 20 nm large nanopore, we assume that each streptav-

idin is bound to at least two biotins. Which leads to a 

polymer network reticulated by the streptavidin. This 

observation is similar to the one previously performed in 

track-etched nanopores (Lepoitevin et al., 2016). It shows 

that the biotinylated nanopore can specifically capture 

streptavidin (around 48/4 = 12 streptavidin molecules in 

the 20 nm large nanopore). The concentration of strep-

tavidin being 18.8 nM, we can assume that the majority 

of the streptavidin is free in solution.  

An important issue is whether these functionalized 

nanopores can perform streptavidin sensing at the single-

molecule level. First, we do not really measure current 

blockades with the 20.1 nm, 20.4 nm and 20.5 nm large 

nanopore (Fig. S7). Considering the model we use, 

whereas the functionalized layer is 8.5 nm thick, the cen-

tral part would be only 3 nm large. Therefore, streptavi-

din could not enter this central part because this dimen-

sion is smaller than the size of streptavidin and the func-

tionalized layer is too dense to allow streptavidin 

transport (Fig. 4c). Hence, we doubt that a streptavidin 

molecule has enough space to enter the nanopore. How-

ever, it could be stuck in the nanopore entrance. Subse-

quently, we use the 26 nm large nanopore, which is char-

acterized by a 9 nm large central part, larger than the size 

of streptavidin. However, the blockade frequency is still 

relatively low (Fig. S8) when a negative voltage is applied 

by the electrode in the trans-side compartment, and the 

streptavidin is added in the cis-side. We did not detect 

any blockades when we applied a positive bias according 

to previous works (Yusko et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2020). 

Given the isoelectric point (pI) of the streptavidin is 5.5, 

this protein is negatively charged at pH 7.5 (Firnkes et al., 

2010; Sivasankar et al., 1998). Then, the electrophoretic 

force (EPF) should not move these proteins from the cis 

to the trans side. Nevertheless, the SiN based surface is 

negatively charged at pH 7.5 (Firnkes et al., 2010), leading 

to an electroosmotic flow (EOF), which can move strep-

tavidin from the cis to the trans side. The long blockade 

duration we observe could be attributed to the strong 

electrostatic repulsion between the captured streptavidin 

in the PEG-biotin layers and the free ones in solution. This 

repulsion could lead to an increase in the energy barrier 

of streptavidin confinement through the functionalized 

nanopore.  

To prevent these electrostatic repulsions, i.e. neutral-

ize the protein charge and decrease the streptavidin 

confinement energy, we decreased the pH from 7.4 to 6 

(Firnkes et al., 2010). Moreover, we decreased the appar-

ent surface charge of the SiN surface (Zeta potential ζ 

decreases from -20 mV at pH 7.5 to -10 mV at pH 6) (Firn-

kes et al., 2010) effectively reducing the EOF, which 

should govern the dynamics through the nanopore 

(Zhang et al., 2020) (Fig. S9). Now, we study the structure 

modification of the layer at pH 6. We measure the con-

ductance measurements at pH 6 of 30 nm and 35 nm 

large nanopore: 28.3 ± 1.7 nS at 0.3 M NaCl, 12.6 ± 0.96 

nS at 0.1 M NaCl respectively. Following the method 

described above, we determine the new values of layer 

thickness h and permeability P. The increase of the layer 

thickness (h = 13.5 ± 1.7 nm) and the decrease of its per-

meability (P = 0.55 ± 0.06) show a modification of its 

structure due to the pH decrease (Fig. S10). 

We performed this experiment using a 35 nm diame-

ter nanopore functionalized with biotinylated 7 kDa PEG 

in the presence of 500 Da mPEG at pH 6 and 0.1 M NaCl. 

After streptavidin addition, we observe several blockades 

at -180 mV applied voltage with a 2.34 ± 0.06 blockades/s 

rate and short duration events (< 100 µs) (Fig. 5a). If we 

increase the electrolyte concentration up to 1 M, we 

Figure 5. Single-molecule sensing of streptavidin. a-b) Ionic current 
blockades in the presence of 18.8 nM streptavidin in the cis chamber, 
ΔV = -180 mV, 0.1 M NaCl and 1 M NaCl, respectively. c) Focus on one 
current blockade at 1 M NaCl, ΔV = - 180 mV, Td is the dwell time, and 
ΔI = Ib - I0 is the current blockade.  d) Blockade frequency vs. Debye 
length (0.1 M < [NaCl] < 1 M). e) Short dwell time vs Debye length. f) 
Long dwell time vs Debye length. All experiments were performed 
with a R0 = 17.5 nm nanopore initial radius functionalized with 7 kDa 
PEG and 500 Da mPEG, and grafted with biotin, 10 mM NaH2PO4 at pH 
6. 



observe a decrease of the blockade rate (< 1 blockades/s) 

and the apparition of very long blockades (≫ 10 ms) (Fig. 

5b-c). We measured the ionic conductance (Fig. S11) at 

different salt concentrations. We show the ionic current 

measurements before streptavidin addition in the sup-

porting file (Fig. S12). 
We continue with statistical analysis of each block-

ade, characterized by its duration Td, its blockade current 
Ib and the inter-event time between two following block-
ades Ti (Fig. S13).  The Fig. 5d-f shows the results of this 

analysis according to the Debye length (κ
-1 

= √
𝜀0𝜀𝑟𝑘𝐵𝑇

2  𝑐 𝑒2 
, 

where ε0 is the vacuum permeability, εr the relative per-
mittivity). Which describes the screening length of elec-
trostatic interactions. We observe that the blockade rate 
increases with the Debye length. Two kinds of blockade 
durations are measured: the short ones (below 2 ms) and 
the long ones (until 90 ms). Nevertheless, these blockades 
are too short to be discriminated at 0.1 M NaCl. The long 
and short duration times increase as the ionic strength 
increases.  

Consequently, we attempted to understand the 
physical mechanism involved in the functionalized na-
nopore after streptavidin addition. From the description 
of protein transport by Firnkes et al., the effective veloci-
ty Veff of a protein reads: 

𝑉𝑒𝑓𝑓 =
𝜀0𝜀𝑟𝐸

𝜂 (𝜁𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑖𝑛−𝜁𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒) 
  (8) 

where E the electric field, η the solution viscosity. ζprotein 

and ζnanopore are the zeta potential of protein and the 

nanopore, respectively. At pH 6, the streptavidin could be 

considered as neutral (|ζprotein|≪| ζnanopore|), this equation 

becomes: 

𝑉𝑒𝑓𝑓 =
𝜀0𝜀𝑟𝐸

𝜂 𝜁𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒 
  (9) 

Because the zeta potential of the nanopore is nega-

tive and increases with the ionic strength, we assume the 

absolute value of this zeta potential increases with the 

Debye length. Then, Equation 9 leads to an increase of 

the effective velocity magnitude of the streptavidin with 

κ
-1

, which defines the thickness of the counterion flow in 

the nanopore. In other words, the electroosmotic flow 

increases with the Debye length. This hypothesis is con-

gruent with the increase of the blockade rate with κ
-1

 (Fig. 

5d). As the blockade duration could read Td ≃ ℓ / Veff 

where ℓ = 20 nm is the membrane thickness, the experi-

mental measurements confirm the expected variations of 

Td (Fig. 5e -f).  

Finally, the rebounds of streptavidin failing to enter 

the nanopore could explain the short blockade durations. 

The long ones could be explained by the streptavidin 

going through the functionalized layer, which provides for 

a partially permeable physical barrier. 

4. Conclusion 

We designed a robust device in which we specifically 

control the chemistry of solid-state nanopore surfaces, 

the driving force, the dynamics and the capture of a tar-

get protein. It is composed of a nanopore chip inserted in 

a microfluidic circuit to handle fluids. This device is stable 

for several days and reusable. It allows ionic current 

measurements at different salt concentrations and pH to 

perform sensing through this nano-channel. This technol-

ogy is suitable to follow chemical grafting steps at the 

nanometer scale. The strategy to obtain a selective target 

protein detection is validated by a hybrid decoration of a 

nanopore with small polymer chains to avoid nonspecific 

interactions (Fig. S3 and Fig. S14), and with large ones 

terminated with biotin groups to increase the specific 

ones. We consider a model based on the permeability of 

the functionalized layer in which we monitor the ionic 

current evolution for all experimental conditions to pre-

cisely characterize its structure. This new conformation 

improves the lifetime of the nanopore (Fig. S15). 

The pH variations allowed us to modify the charge of 

the protein and of the membrane to control the protein 

transport through the pore at the single-molecule level. 

Blockade rates and durations depend on the Debye 

length, which shows that the electroosmotic flow domi-

nates transport dynamics. The proof of concept was done 

using the biotin-streptavidin complex. This device is a 

biomimetic model for specific interactions involved in 

biology such as antigen-antibody system. It paves the way 

for the design of a new generation of diagnostics or for 

applications based on an active decorated nanopore with 

single-particle resolution. 
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